2019 Customs Regulations
1- Participants shall present detailed lists of admitted exhibits with the name of
the boarder port of admittance, mentioned in the manifest (the final
destination: Baghdad International Fair) enabling us to approach Customs
office to facilitate Exhibits admittance.
2- At the time goods arrive to the border port , inspection shall be carried out
to verify the conformity of the incoming materials with sent list, in this regard
a temporary customs entry declaration is issued at the border point according to
the instructions no.(9) for the year 1984 .Consignment shall be sent with
customs guard to the Fairground besides delivering
documents to
the customs officer at Baghdad International Fair customs directorate ,taking
into consideration that a certificate of origin approved from Iraqi embassy at
the participant Country shall be submitted in anticipation of the sale of
exhibits.
3-At the time goods arrive to the Fairground ,the Fair management receive
them in a fundamental way , exhibits are emptied in their stands under
customs supervision, site detection and inspection with documents shall be
done by the legal affairs department in the commission, after that goods shall
be delivered to the owners and recorded in their own records .
4-At the closing date of the fair, companies and participating countries begin
to re-export their exhibits, provided that the customs office detects and
complies with entry declaration for exhibits and arranges re-export
declaration for the purpose of re-exporting them.
5-In the case of having lack in the exhibits at the time of inspection, the reasons
are known and ,the actions are taken in accordance with the provisions of the
valid custom law, or if the lack due to sale them at the fair , lack is calculated
and the customs duties shall be paid in accordance with the Customs Tariff
Law No. 22 of 2010.
6-After that, the re-export declaration of the remaining exhibits shall be
arranged and re-exported within a period of six months from the date of
participation in accordance with the provisions of the Customs Law, and
notifying the border port.

